
Chapter 2 Available Solar 

Radiation



DEFINITIONS

• Figure shows the primary radiation fluxes on a surface at
or near the ground that are important in connection with
solar thermal processes.



DEFINITIONS

• It is convenient to consider radiation in two wavelength
ranges.

• Solar or short-wave radiation is radiation originating from
the sun, in the wavelength range of 0.3 to 3 μm.
• In this book, solar radiation includes both beam and diffuse

components unless otherwise specified.

• Long-wave radiation is radiation originating from sources
at temperatures near ordinary ambient temperatures and
thus all wavelengths greater than 3 μm.
• Long-wave radiation is emitted by the atmosphere, by a collector,

or by any other body at ordinary temperatures.

• This radiation, if originating from the ground, is referred to in some
literature as ‘‘terrestrial’’ radiation.



DEFINITIONS



DEFINITIONS

• Instruments for measuring solar radiation are of two
basic types:

• A pyrheliometer is an instrument using a collimated
detector for measuring solar radiation from the sun and
from a small portion of the sky around the sun (i.e.,
beam radiation) at normal incidence.

• A pyranometer is an instrument for measuring total
hemispherical solar (beam + diffuse) radiation, usually
on a horizontal surface.
• If shaded from the beam radiation by a shade ring or disc, a

pyranometer measures diffuse radiation.



PYRANOMETERS

• It is from pyranometers that most of the available data
on solar radiation are obtained.

• The detectors for these instruments must have a
response independent of wavelength of radiation over
the solar energy spectrum.

• In addition, they should have a response independent of
the angle of incidence of the solar radiation.



PYRANOMETERS

• A pyranometer (or pyrheliometer) produces a voltage
from the thermopile detectors that is a function of the
incident radiation.

• It is necessary to use a potentiometer to detect and
record this output.

• Radiation data usually must be integrated over some
period of time, such as an hour or a day.

• Integration can be done by means of planimetry or by
electronic integrators.

• It has been estimated that with careful use and
reasonably frequent pyranometer calibration, radiation
measurements should be good within ±5%;



PYRANOMETERS

• Two additional kinds of measurements are made with
pyranometers:
• measurements of diffuse radiation on horizontal surfaces and

measurements of solar radiation on inclined surfaces

• Measurements of diffuse radiation can be made with
pyranometers by shading the instrument from beam radiation.



PYRANOMETERS

• Adjustments need to be made for changing declination
only and can be made every few days.

• The ring shades the pyranometer from part of the diffuse
radiation,

• A correction for this shading must be estimated and
applied to the observed diffuse radiation



PYRANOMETERS

• Measurements of solar radiation on inclined planes are
important in determining the input to solar collectors.

• There is evidence that the calibration of pyranometers
changes if the instrument is inclined to the horizontal.

• The reason for this appears to be changes in the
convection patterns inside the glass dome, which
changes the manner in which heat is transferred



SOLAR RADIATION DATA

• Solar radiation data are available in several forms.

• The following information about radiation data is
important in their understanding and use:

• whether they are instantaneous measurements (irradiance) or
values integrated over some period of time (irradiation)
(usually hour or day);

• the time or time period of the measurements;

• whether the measurements are of beam, diffuse, or total
radiation;

• the instruments used;

• the receiving surface orientation (usually horizontal, sometimes
inclined at a fixed slope, or normal to the beam radiation);

• and, if averaged, the period over which they are averaged (e.g.,
monthly averages of daily radiation).



SOLAR RADIATION DATA

• Most radiation data available are for horizontal surfaces,
include both direct and diffuse radiation, and were
measured with thermopile pyranometers

• Most of these instruments provide radiation records as a
function of time and do not themselves provide a means
of integrating the records.

• Two types of solar
radiation data are
widely available.

• 1st
 monthly average

daily total radiation on
a horizontal surface,  𝑯.

• 2nd
 hourly total

radiation on a
horizontal surface, I ,
for each hour for
extended periods such
as one or more years.



SOLAR RADIATION DATA

• Average daily solar radiation data are also available
from maps that indicate general trends.



SOLAR RADIATION DATA

• For calculating the dynamic behaviour of solar energy
equipment and processes and for simulations of long-
term process operation, more detailed solar radiation
data (and related meteorological information) are
needed.

• An example of this type of data (hourly integrated
radiation, ambient temperature, and wind speed) is
shown in Table for a January week in Boulder, Colorado.

• Additional information may also be included in these
records, such as wet bulb temperature and wind
direction.



SOLAR RADIATION DATA



SOLAR RADIATION DATA

• Many national weather services have produced typical
meteorological year (TMY) data sets for specific
locations that represent the average weather conditions
over time periods such as 30 years.

• These data sets typically contain hourly values of solar
radiation, ambient temperature, humidity, wind
speed, wind direction, and other weather data.

• The data are intended to be used in the prediction of the
long-term performance of solar systems.

• The data should not be used to predict performance
under extreme conditions or the performance of wind
systems.



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION

• Solar radiation at normal incidence received at the
surface of the earth is subject to variations due to
change in the extraterrestrial radiation as noted in
Chapter 1 and to two additional and more significant
phenomena:
• (1) atmospheric scattering by air molecules, water, and dust and

• (2) atmospheric absorption by O3, H2O, and CO2

• Scattering of radiation as it passes through the
atmosphere is caused by interaction of the radiation with
air molecules, water (vapor and droplets), and dust.

• Absorption of radiation in the atmosphere in the solar
energy spectrum is due largely to ozone in the ultraviolet
and to water vapor and carbon dioxide in bands in the
infrared.



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION

• Rayleigh Scattering  A theory for radiation scattering,
Rayleigh scattering is significant only at short
wavelengths; above λ = 0.6 μm it has little effect on
atmospheric transmittance.



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION

• The effect of air mass* is:

*Air Mass m: The ratio of the mass of atmosphere through which beam radiation
passes to the mass it would pass through if the sun were at the zenith (i.e., directly
overhead)



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION

• The spectral distribution of total radiation depends also
on the spectral distribution of the diffuse radiation.

• in the wavelength range 0.35 to 0.80 μm the distribution
of the diffuse radiation is similar to that of the total beam
radiation

• The diffuse component has a distribution similar to the
total but shifted toward the short-wave end

• For most practical engineering purposes, the spectral
distribution of solar radiation can be considered as
approximately the same for the beam and diffuse
components.



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION

• For calculating properties of materials (absorptance,
reflectance, and transmittance) that depend on the
spectral distribution of solar radiation, it is convenient to
have a representative distribution of terrestrial solar
radiation in tabular form.

• Wiebelt and Henderson (1979) have prepared such
tables based on Gsc of 1353 W/m2.

• Programs such as SMARTS (Gueymard, 2005) are
available to calculate the spectral energy arriving at the
earth’s surface for various atmospheric conditions.



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION



ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE SOLAR RADIATION

• Radiation data are the best source of information for
estimating average incident radiation.

• Lacking these or data from nearby locations of similar
climate, it is possible to use empirical relationships to
estimate radiation from hours of sunshine or
cloudiness.

• Data on average hours of sunshine or average
percentage of possible sunshine hours are widely
available from many hundreds of stations in many
countries



ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE SOLAR RADIATION



ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE SOLAR RADIATION

• where 𝑯𝒐 is the extraterrestrial radiation for the
location averaged over the time period in question

• a and b are constants depending on location

• The ratio
 𝑯

𝑯𝒐
is termed the monthly average clearness

index and will be used frequently in later sections and
chapters.

•  𝑯 is monthly average daily radiation on horizontal
surface

•  𝒏 is monthly average daily hours of bright sunshine

•  𝑵 is monthly average of maximum possible daily hours
of bright sunshine (i.e., day length of average day of
month)



ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE SOLAR RADIATION

• Values of 𝑯𝒐 can be calculated from Equation 1.10.3
using day numbers from Table 1.6.1 for the mean days
of the month

• The average day length  𝑵 can be calculated from
Equation 1.6.11

• Sets of constants are developed for a and b for various
climate types and locations based on radiation data then
available.



ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE SOLAR RADIATION



ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE SOLAR RADIATION



ESTIMATION OF CLEAR-SKY RADIATION

• The effects of the atmosphere in scattering and
absorbing radiation are variable with time as
atmospheric conditions and air mass change.

• It is useful to define a standard ‘‘clear’’ sky and calculate
the hourly and daily radiation which would be received
on a horizontal surface under these standard conditions.

• Hottel (1976) has presented a method for estimating the
beam radiation transmitted through clear atmospheres

• The atmospheric transmittance for beam radiation τb is
Gbn/Gon (or GbT/GoT ) and is given in the form

o: extraterrestrial radiation, b and d refer to beam and diffuse radiation, T and n refer to
radiation on a tilted plane and on a plane normal to the direction of propagation.



ESTIMATION OF CLEAR-SKY RADIATION

• The constants a0, a1, and k for the standard atmosphere
with 23 km visibility are found from a0

∗ , a1
∗, and k∗,

which are given for altitudes less than 2.5 km by

• where A is the altitude of the observer in kilometers.



ESTIMATION OF CLEAR-SKY RADIATION

• Correction factors are applied to a, a0
∗, a1

∗, and k∗ to
allow for changes in climate types

• The correction factors are



ESTIMATION OF CLEAR-SKY RADIATION

• the transmittance of this standard atmosphere for beam
radiation can be determined for any zenith angle and
any altitude up to 2.5 km.

• The clear-sky beam normal radiation is then

• where Gon is obtained from Equation 1.4.1.

• The clear-sky horizontal beam radiation is

• For periods of an hour, the clear-sky horizontal beam
radiation is



ESTIMATION OF CLEAR-SKY RADIATION

• It is also necessary to estimate the clear-sky diffuse
radiation on a horizontal surface to get the total
radiation:

• where τd is Gd/Go (or Id/Io), the ratio of diffuse radiation
to the extraterrestrial (beam) radiation on the horizontal
plane.



ESTIMATION OF CLEAR-SKY RADIATION

• A simpler method for estimating clear-sky radiation by
hours is to use data for the ASHRAE standard
atmosphere.

• These are plotted in below figure

• For a given day, hour-by-hour estimates of “I” can be
made, based on midpoints of the hours.



DISTRIBUTION OF CLEAR AND CLOUDY DAYS AND 

HOURS

• The monthly average clearness index 𝑲𝑻 is the ratioᴥ of
monthly average daily radiation on a horizontal surface to
the monthly average daily extraterrestrial radiation.

ᴥThese ratios were originally referred to by Liu and Jordan (1960) as cloudiness indexes. As their

values approach unity with increasing atmospheric clearness, they are also referred to as clearness

indexes, the terminology used here.

• We can also define a daily clearness index KT as the
ratio of a particular day’s radiation to the extraterrestrial
radiation for that day.

• An hourly clearness index kT can also be defined:



DISTRIBUTION OF CLEAR AND CLOUDY DAYS AND 

HOURS

• If for locations with a particular value of 𝑲𝑻 the
frequency of occurrence of days with various values of
KT is plotted as a function of KT, the resulting distribution
could appear like the solid curve of below Figure



DISTRIBUTION OF CLEAR AND CLOUDY DAYS AND 

HOURS

• The data used to construct the frequency distribution
curve of the below Figure can also be plotted as a
cumulative distribution,

• that is, as the fraction f of the days that are less clear
than KT versus KT (dashed curve)



DISTRIBUTION OF CLEAR AND CLOUDY DAYS AND 

HOURS

• the cumulative distribution curves are very nearly
identical for locations having the same values of 𝑲𝑻,
even though the locations varied widely in latitude and
elevation.

• On the basis of this information, it is developed a set of
generalized distribution curves of KT versus f which are
functions of 𝑲𝑻, the monthly clearness index.

• These are shown in below Figure

• e.g.

• if a location
has a 𝑲𝑻 of
0.6, 19% of the
days will have
KT ≤ 0.40.



DISTRIBUTION OF CLEAR AND CLOUDY DAYS AND 

HOURS

• The coordinates of the curves are given in below Table



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF HOURLY 

RADIATION

• The split of total solar radiation on a horizontal surface
into its diffuse and beam components is of interest in
two contexts.

• First, methods for calculating total radiation on surfaces
of other orientation from data on a horizontal surface
require separate treatments of beam and diffuse
radiation (see Section 2.15).

• Second, estimates of the long-time performance of most
concentrating collectors must be based on estimates of
availability of beam radiation.

• The present methods for estimating the distribution are
based on studies of available measured data; they are
adequate for the first purpose but less than adequate for
the second.



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF HOURLY 

RADIATION

• The usual approach is to correlate Id/I, the fraction of the
hourly radiation on a horizontal plane which is diffuse,
with kT , the hourly clearness index.

• To obtain Id/I -versus-kT correlations, data from many
locations similar to that shown in Figure are divided into
‘‘bins,’’ or ranges of values of kT , and the data in each
bin are averaged to obtain a point on the plot.



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF HOURLY 

RADIATION

• Orgill and Hollands (1977) have used data of this type
from Canadian stations, Erbs et al. (1982) have used
data from four U.S. and one Australian station, and
Reindl et al. (1990a) have used an independent data set
from the United States and Europe.

• The Erbs et al.
correlation 



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF DAILY 

RADIATION

• Studies of available daily radiation data have shown that
the average fraction which is diffuse,Hd/H, is a function
of KT , the day’s clearness index

• There is some
disagreement, with
differences probably
due in part to
instrumental
difficulties such as
shading ring
corrections and
possibly in part due
to air mass and/or
seasonal effects.



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF DAILY 

RADIATION

• The correlation by Erbs is shown in below

• A seasonal dependence is shown; the spring, summer,
and fall data are essentially the same, while the winter
data show somewhat lower diffuse fractions for high
values of KT .

• The season is indicated by the sunset hour angle ωs



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF DAILY 

RADIATION

• Equations representing this set of correlations are as
follows:

• For ωs ≤ 81.4◦

• For ωs > 81.4◦



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF MONTHLY 

RADIATION

• Charts similar above Figures have been derived to show
the distribution of monthly average daily radiation into its
beam and diffuse components.

• In this case, the monthly fraction that is diffuse, 𝑯𝒅/ 𝑯, is
plotted as a function of monthly average clearness
index, 𝑲𝑻 =  𝑯/𝑯𝒐

• There is significant
disagreement among
the various
correlations of Figure

• Instrumental problems
and atmospheric
variables (air mass,
season, or other) may
contribute to the
differences.



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF MONTHLY 

RADIATION

• As with the daily correlations, there is a seasonal
dependence; the winter curve lies below the other,
indicating lower moisture and dust in the winter sky with
resulting lower fractions of diffuse.

• The dependence of is shown in the figure



BEAM AND DIFFUSE COMPONENTS OF MONTHLY 

RADIATION

• Equations for these correlations are as follows:

• For ωs ≤ 81.4◦ and 0.3 ≤ 𝑲𝑻 ≤ 0.8

• For ωs > 81.4◦ and 0.3 ≤ 𝑲𝑻 ≤ 0.8



ESTIMATION OF HOURLY RADIATION FROM DAILY 

DATA

• When hour-by-hour performance calculations for a
system are to be done, it may be necessary to estimate
hourly values from daily date.

• As with the estimation of diffuse from total radiation, this
is not an exact process.

• For example, daily total radiation values in the middle
range between clear-day and completely cloudy day
values can arise from various circumstances, such as
intermittent heavy clouds, continuous light clouds, or
heavy cloud cover for part of the day.

• There is no way to determine these circumstances from
the daily totals.

• However, the methods presented here work best for
clear days, and those are the days that produce most of
the output of solar processes

• Also, these methods tend to produce conservative
estimates of long-time process performance.



ESTIMATION OF HOURLY RADIATION FROM DAILY 

DATA

• Statistical studies of the time distribution of total
radiation on horizontal surfaces through the day using
monthly average data for a number of stations have led
to generalized charts of rt ,

• rt the ratio of hourly total to daily total radiation, as a
function of day length and the hour in question:



ESTIMATION OF HOURLY RADIATION FROM DAILY 

DATA

• The hours are designated by the time for the midpoint of
the hour



ESTIMATION OF HOURLY RADIATION FROM DAILY 

DATA

• The curves of above Figure are represented by the
following equation from Collares- Pereira and Rabl
(1979a):



ESTIMATION OF HOURLY RADIATION FROM DAILY 

DATA

• The curves can be used to estimate hourly averages of
diffuse radiation if the average daily total radiation is
known:

• These curves are based on the assumption that Id/Hd is
the same as Io/Ho and are represented by the following
equation from Liu and Jordan (1960):



RADIATION ON SLOPED SURFACES

• We turn next to the general problem of calculation of
radiation on tilted surfaces when only the total
radiation on a horizontal surface is known.

• For this we need the directions from which the beam and
diffuse components reach the surface in question.

• In Chapter 1 we dealt with the geometric problem of the
direction of beam radiation.

• The direction from which diffuse radiation is received,
that is, its distribution over the sky dome, is a function of
conditions of cloudiness and atmospheric clarity, which
are highly variable


